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emex is one of the most successful uk software companies. it has
had a lot of success over the past five years and is now

established as a big player in the ehs market with a strong
product offering. the company operates a multi-channel sales
model and develops its sales and marketing activities for key

markets, including the uk, europe and the us. the company has
strong relationships with key distribution partners and resellers.

emex also has strong partnerships with leading ehs software
vendors and has developed a niche in the ehs software market.
emex is a great place to work. there is a real dedication to the

company’s goals and an enthusiasm for learning and growing that
is infectious. we all want to do a great job and it’s great to be part

of a team that shares this enthusiasm. the company is very
entrepreneurial and that makes for a fun and stimulating working

environment. emex is a vibrant company with a very talented
team of people who are all committed to developing our product
and making it the best it can be. i’m truly excited about what the
future holds for the company and i’m looking forward to working

with my colleagues to make that happen. emex is a leading
provider of electronic commerce software, specialising in

electronic sales and supply chain management solutions. the
company has strong global capabilities and serves the ehs

software markets in over 30 countries worldwide. emex has over
500 clients and partners, and has sales offices in the uk, france,

germany, switzerland, spain, russia, and australia. emex has a big
and varied team from all over the world. the company values and
rewards its employees by being innovative and creative, and by
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providing an opportunity to work in an entrepreneurial and
dynamic environment.
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emex is a company that recognises the importance of good
people, good culture, and good team spirit. we believe that a

happy and productive team can have a huge positive impact on
the development of our customers. the most important thing that

you can get from us is the certainty that we will make your life
easier by delivering the best product and the best customer
service. who is emex 3? emex 3 is an award-winning email

extractor that collects and saves emails from web pages on the
internet (using http and https protocols) and from html and text
files on local disks. emex 3 supports operation through a proxy-
server and works very fast, as it is able of loading several pages
simultaneously, and requires very few resources. emex used to
make a great show of its web-based employee screening tool. it
would find the job-seekers that matched its descriptions, and it

would send a personalized resume to them. when the candidates
uploaded their resumes, the system would show the things that
made the candidates "relevant" or not. from that point on, it was
up to them to prove their suitability. the emex idea is that of a
very popular online email extractor that saves emails from web
pages on the internet (using http and https protocols) and from

html and text files on local disks. emex 3 supports operation
through a proxy-server and works very fast, as it is able of loading

several pages simultaneously, and requires very few resources.
emex 3's technology is based on a built-in sophisticated algorithm
that finds emails from web pages on the internet (using http and
https protocols) and from html and text files on local disks. emex
3 supports operation through a proxy-server and works very fast,
as it is able of loading several pages simultaneously, and requires

very few resources. 5ec8ef588b
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